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DEXSY can measure water exchange linked to cellular homeostasis and active states in central nervous system tissue
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Synopsis
We propose a new functional MR method based on steady-state transmembrane water exchange rate measurements with di�usion exchange spectroscopy (DEXSY). Rapid DEXSY methods are

implemented on a low-�eld MR system with a strong static gradient to test for an active component of water exchange in ex vivo neonatal mouse spinal cords. Temperature-dependent Arrhenius activation

energies for water exchange are signi�cantly greater in viable “live” samples than in the same samples after �xation, suggesting a connection to ATP-driven enzymatic processes. Moreover, exchange rates

in live samples signi�cantly decrease after blocking Na /K -ATPase pump activity, revealing an active component of water exchange.

Introduction
A holy grail in neuroscience and neuroradiology is in developing fMRI methods to interrogate the brain "at the speed of thought", which would require MR acquisitions that are orders of magnitude more
rapid than conventional fMRI methods provide, and with higher spatial resolution, as well. Moreover, to follow long-time functional changes, in contrast to BOLD or Di�usion fMRI, which depend on

fractional signal changes, there is a need for an fMRI method to be quantitative—based on an absolute metric, in order to be able to characterize homeostatic steady-state conditions that underlie
physiological or pathological activity. Bai et al., observed transmembrane water exchange associated with cellular activity  and homeostasis  in ex vivo rat brain cortical cultures using Dynamic Contrast
Enhanced (DCE) MRI. Springer suggested that the total exchange rate k is a sum of parallel passive k  and active k  exchange rates, and that k is an absolute metric of cellular-scale water exchange averaged

over the voxel or MR-active region.  These previous studies provided a proof of principle that water exchange rate imaging could o�er the sensitivity to cellular-scale activity and steady-state homeostasis
which current fMRI methods lack. However, DCE requires exogenous contrast agents, usually containing gadolinium, which typically cannot pass the blood-brain barrier (BBB), and are increasingly
associated with some forms of toxicity  and environmental contamination . Alternatively, double di�usion encoding or double pulsed-�eld gradient (dPFG) methods based on di�usion exchange
spectroscopy (DEXSY)  measure the exchange rate solely of endogenous water, by exploiting the di�erence in water mobility between intra- and extracellular (and other) microenvironments.  In this

study, we test the hypothesis that cellular activity is linked to water exchange and can be measured by DEXSY methods.

Methods
Ex vivo neonatal mouse spinal cords were used, either in a “live” viable state or after �xation with 4% paraformaldehyde,  to remove in vivo confounds of testing fMRI methods such as blood �ow and

motion . Measurements were performed at 13.79 MHz with a low-�eld single-sided magnet (PM-10 NMR MOUSE, Magritek)  and custom-built RF probe and solenoid coil (Fig. 1). Di�usion was encoded

on sub-micron length scales (de�ned by the dephasing length (  nm at 25°C) and sub-millisecond timescales with spin echoes in the presence of a large static gradient (SG) 

 T/m.  SG di�usion measurements (as in Ref. [10]) and SG DEXY-based exchange rate and spin-lattice relaxation rate measurements (as in Ref. [14], with b +b =4.5 ms/µm ) were repeatedly

acquired (11 minutes per set) to observe real-time changes. Sample chambers were built to provide arti�cial cerebrospinal �uid (aCSF) and gas circulation (necessary for maintaining “live” sample viability)
and temperature control (by circulating water baths). Measurements were performed at variable temperatures (three sets per temperature) on live (n=7) and �xed (n=6) spinal cords. The activation energy 

 was estimated by �tting the exchange rates with an Arrhenius model, , where  is the variable absolute temperature and  is the ideal gas constant. Measurements
were also performed on live (n=3) samples before and after blocking Na /K -ATPase pump activity with 100 µM ouabain.

Results and Discussion
To test our hypothesis we compare the temperature dependence of the exchange rate between live and �xed tissue (Fig. 2a and b). Fixation is expected to increase the passive membrane permeability.
We control for microstructural di�erences such as permeability by comparing the Arrhenius activation energy, , between live and �xed samples.  While of the passive (k ) component of k is expected to

be similar between live and �xed samples, the live samples are expected to have an additional active (k )  component linked to enzymatic activity leading to a signi�cantly greater . For �xed samples, the 
=21±8 kJ/mol (mean±SD), consistent with passive water permeability through membranes with pores.  For live samples, the =36±7 kJ/mol (Fig. 2c and d) was signi�cantly higher in comparison to

�xed samples (p=0.005), indicating the dependence of water exchange on active cellular processes. The Na /K -ATPase pump accounts for 50% of ATP utilization in the CNS  and its activity shows strong

temperature dependence . Previous DCE studies indicate the presence of active water exchange linked to Na /K -ATPase activity.  We compare the exchange rate in live samples before and after blocking
Na /K -ATPase activity with 100 µM ouabain and see in real-time the exchange rate decrease from 120 s  to 40 s  (Fig. 3). If k=k +k , this indicates that k  is at most 1/3 of k and that k  accounts for at least
2/3 of k (Fig. 4). The k of �xed samples is twice the k of live samples after ouabain treatment, consistent with observations by Shepherd et al., that �xation increases passive membrane permeability.

Conclusion
Water exchange linked to active cellular processes is measured in a live ex vivo CNS tissue model. Static gradient DEXSY-based methods implemented on a low-�eld MR system are sensitive enough to
detect k~100 s , a temporal resolution orders of magnitude faster than conventional fMRI and approaching “the speed of thought”. Values of k are highly consistent across specimen and change repeatably
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with di�erent environmental conditions. k is an intrinsic, absolute measure of the homeostatic steady state. Unlike BOLD and di�usion fMRI,  DEXSY is speci�c to water exchange. These �ndings open the
door for di�usion exchange fMRI.
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Fig. 1: Experimental apparatus. (a) 3-D technical drawing of the sample chamber. (b) Image of the solenoid RF coil containing a mouse spinal cord. (c) Technical drawing of the experimental setup showing
the low-�eld single-sided permanent magnet (NMR MOUSE) positioned on a lift below the sample chamber. Vectors B , g and B  point in the x, y, and z directions respectively.0 1
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Fig. 2: Temperature dependence of the exchange rate. k of �xed (a) and live (b) samples at the di�erent temperatures. Box and violin plots include all k measurements (three measurements per sample). (c)
Arrhenius plot of k at each temperature condition for �xed (orange) and live (green) samples. Lines show the mean of the best �ts of the Arrhenius model, with the slope being . (d) Boxplots of  for

�xed and live samples. In (a), (b) and (d), colored dots show mean values for each sample.
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Fig. 3: Realtime measurements of live spinal cord before and after blocking Na /K -ATPase pump with ouabain. Timecourse of exchange rate, spin-lattice relaxation rate, di�usion coe�cient and restricted
fraction measurements under normal conditions (green) and after addition of 100 µM ouabain (magenta). Mean values (circles) and standard deviations (whiskers) from n=3 samples are presented.

Fig. 4: Comparison of exchange rate between �xed, live, and live after blocking Na+/K+-ATPase pump with ouabain. Bar graphs present mean (bar height) and 95% CI (whiskers) from all measurements on
all samples from the live and �xed 1  25°C condition in Fig. 2 and from the data in Fig. 3. The average values from each sample (open circles) are also shown.
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